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QC Ware’s Quasar library [9] and the Atos Quantum Learning
Machine [10]. Moreover, methods for automatically proposing
suitable quantum hardware for specific problems, formulated in
a vendor-independent language, have been proposed [6], [11].
The idea of making quantum software development hardwareindependent and thus piling on new layers of abstraction, is
particularly attractive, as both quantum hardware and software
libraries are still evolving. More broadly, tools such as GitHub
Copilot [12] successfully demonstrate how a higher degree of
abstraction increases developer efficiency: In Copilot, an AI
engine proposes entire lines of code automatically.
Since quantum software development is still at an early stage,
the research community still lacks insights into the available
systems and the specific properties that make them suitable for
certain quantum algorithms. Much like QPUs themselves, these
properties are evolving. Developing a sufficiently accurate and
future-proof automated selection process of quantum hardware
is therefore difficult to accomplish, at the current stage.
Moreover, the actual benefits of further abstraction levels
in quantum software development are still unclear: they
strongly depend on the effort required for migrating existing
implementations onto another framework. This effort needs to
outweigh both the expense of creating an additional abstraction
layer and the abstraction effort regarding existing implemenI. I NTRODUCTION
tations. Otherwise, the prospects for a vendor-independent
In recent years, academia (e.g., [1]) and vendors have
programming language will be limited, as demonstrated by
made frameworks for developing quantum software available,
the lack of adoption of the programming language Ada, once
such as IBM Qiskit [2], Pennylane [3], TensorFlow Quantum
developed with similar aspirations [13].
(TFQ) [4], and D-Wave Ocean [5]. Oftentimes, these vendors
We argue that we need to thoroughly understand the specific
also provide access to quantum processing units (QPUs).
characteristics of the quantum frameworks. Previously, LaRose
Since the current implementations of quantum algorithms are
et al. [14] investigated four quantum frameworks and compared
inherently coupled to the framework used, the development
a variety of aspects, such as the available QPUs and library
of a vendor-independent quantum programming language as
support. Moreover, a comparison framework for quantum
part of a hardware-independent quantum processing framework
frameworks was presented by Viez et al [15]. Yet we find
has been suggested [6]. A high-level quantum programming
the software implementation perspective underexplored.
language may moreover be beneficial from a quantum software
We need to gain an understanding whether piling on new
engineering perspective [7], [8]. Some quantum frameworks
layers of abstraction is advisable, or whether we should rather
enabling abstraction, to an extent, are already available, like
focus our joint efforts on hardware-specific implementations
MS, MF, and WM were supported by the German Federal Ministry of
and thus peel off unnecessary layers instead. Accordingly, we
Education and Research (BMBF), funding program “quantum technologies— systematically compare four popular quantum frameworks [16]–
from basic research to market”, grant number 13N15645. Our systematic
[22]: (1) Qiskit, (2) Pennylane, (3) TFQ, which incorporates
search for open source quantum programming projects on GitHub using
Google BigQuery, was supported by Google Cloud.
Google’s Cirq, and (4) D-Wave Ocean.

Abstract—In recent years, various vendors have made quantum software frameworks available. Yet with vendor-specific
frameworks, code portability seems at risk, especially in a field
where hardware and software libraries have not yet reached
a consolidated state, and even foundational aspects of the
technologies are still in flux. Accordingly, the development
of vendor-independent quantum programming languages and
frameworks is often suggested. This follows the established
architectural pattern of introducing additional levels of abstraction
into software stacks, thereby piling on layers of abstraction.
Yet software architecture also provides seemingly less abstract
alternatives, namely to focus on hardware-specific formulations
of problems that peel off unnecessary layers. In this article,
we quantitatively and experimentally explore these strategic
alternatives, and compare popular quantum frameworks from
the software implementation perspective. We find that for several
specific, yet generalisable problems, the mathematical formulation
of the problem to be solved is not just sufficiently abstract and
serves as precise description, but is likewise concrete enough
to allow for deriving framework-specific implementations with
little effort. Additionally, we argue, based on analysing dozens
of existing quantum codes, that porting between frameworks is
actually low-effort, since the quantum- and framework-specific
portions are very manageable in terms of size, commonly in
the order of mere hundreds of lines of code. Given the current
state-of-the-art in quantum programming practice, this leads us
to argue in favour of peeling off unnecessary abstraction levels.

TABLE I
Q UANTUM CODE VOLUME OF QUANTUM - CLASSICAL APPLICATIONS ( FILES
IMPORTING A QUANTUM FRAMEWORK LIBRARY ARE CONSIDERED
QUANTUM CODE ). DASHED RED LINE : C ROSS - DOMAIN AVERAGE (434).
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Contributions. Our contributions are as follows:
• We size up the quantum-specific code for several hybrid
quantum-classical algorithms, all implemented by third
parties. Our key insight is that the solutions studied require
less than two thousand lines of code for encoding the
quantum-specific parts. The quantum-specific code is thus
small and manageable, comparable in volume to small
personal programming projects.
• We compare the software development process given different development frameworks. We focus on two specific
and rather novel application cases, namely reinforcement
learning and multi-query optimisation in databases engines. While reformulating these problems to quantum
algorithms is conceptually challenging, we again find that
the actual implementation effort for all frameworks is very
manageable, to the point of straightforward.
• We compare the portability of quantum software across
frameworks. Specifically, we assess how strongly an
implementation is coupled to the underlying framework.
While the framework-specific implementation effort varies
between applications, only small-scale code portions are
involved in general. This renders cross-framework porting
a task that involves little effort.
We then discuss the peel vs. pile trade-off given these results.

reproduction package1 . The table lists the total lines of code
of all files within a project, where the files import some
quantum framework library. As such, this is a generous overapproximation of the share of the quantum-specific code. Other
possible metrics include code maintainability or readability.
However, the former is hardly applicable for software with
only several hundred lines of code, whereas the latter is hard
to quantify.
Similarly to classical software, the lines of code metric (LoC)
has been suggested as useful for evaluating the size of quantum
software and the process [44] and development effort [45].
Other metrics correlate with lines of code [46], rendering
them a suitable proxy metric. In the applications analysed, we
also found that the number of commits containing changes to
quantum-related code correlates with the LoC metric.
We observe that these numbers are small, which we attribute
to the representation pattern for many of these problems,
particularly optimisation problems: typically, they are reformulated as quadratic unconstrained binary optimisation (QUBO)
problems [21], [24]–[27], to leverage existing implementations
of quantum algorithms and solvers. Consequently, the bulk
of development time is actually spent on finding suitable
reformulations (rather than implementing complex control flow
paths). This suggests that for these problems, the number of
framework-specific and quantum-related implementation steps
might be limited, since they mostly consist of calling existing
quantum subroutines. Similar observations can be made for
machine learning and simulation problems.
To verify or refute this indication, we analyse two specific
and practically relevant problems representing two of the
discussed domains in more detail. Specifically, we investigate
implementation complexity and the quantum-specific steps.
III. C ROSS - FRAMEWORK PORTABILITY

We critically evaluate and compare the gate-based frameStructure. Chapter II introduces problem domains for which
works
Qiskit, Pennylane, TFQ, and the quantum annealing
quantum computing is particularly promising, and investigates
framework
D-Wave Ocean, regarding the software implethe code volume of the quantum-specific part of existing immentation
process.
For our analysis, we choose two specific
plementations. Chapter III studies cross-framework portability
application
scenarios
that are subject to current research:
for two specific application use cases. Chapter IV concludes.
(A) reinforcement learning [16]–[19] and (B) multi-query
optimisation [20]. Due to the restriction to QUBO problems, we
II. D IMENSIONS OF H YBRID QC APPLICATIONS
do not consider the Ocean framework for RL. More specifically,
We size up the quantum-specific code for realistic, hybrid for each implementation we evaluate its size (in terms of
quantum-classical algorithms by considering applications where lines of code) and its complexity with respect to the available
quantum computing promises speedups. The Quantum Appli- documentation and library support. Moreover, we investigate
cation and Technology Consortium (QuTAC) comprises ten the framework-specific and quantum-related implementation
multi-national companies from different sectors, in particular steps, which determine how strongly the implementations are
automotive, chemistry, insurance, and technology. The consor- tied to the quantum frameworks. Based on our findings, we
tium identifies relevant application domains [23]: optimisation, discuss the benefits a new abstraction layer may provide.
machine learning (ML), and simulation.
Table I references previous work and code repositories A. Reinforcement Learning
related to these problem domains. The material was collected
Most reinforcement learning (RL) formulations centre around
by manually reviewing existing literature, but also by a keyword a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [48]: An agent interacts
search on a current snapshot of open source projects on with an environment to maximise a cumulative reward Gt =
GitHub, using Google BigQuery. These and all further steps
1 Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5898296
of our analysis are fully reproducible [43] using our provided
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L(θ) ← (y − q)2
▷ Loss
Update θ (param shift rule [36], [47])
if s mod update = 0 then
θ− ← θ
end if
end for

▷ Multi Query Optimization
Init MQO QUBO qm, circ. params β , γ
clin ,cqdr ← IsingCoeffs(qm)
hl ← {}
for k ← 0, p do
hl ← hl ⌢ CostHam(clin , cqdr )
hl ← hl ⌢ MixerHam()
end for

end while

r ← sample(qc, β, γ)

def get_ising_model(queries,costs,savings):
model = Model(’docplex_model’)
v = model.binary_var_list(len(costs))
epsilon = 0.25
wl = calculate_wl(costs, epsilon)
wm = calculate_wm(savings, wl)
El = model.sum(-1*(wl-costs[i])*v[i] for i
in range(0, len(costs)))
Em = model.sum(model.sum(wm*v[i]*v[j] \
for (i,j) in itertools.
combinations(queries[k], 2))
for k in queries.keys())
Es = model.sum(-s*v[i]*v[j] for ((i,j), s)
in savings)
model.minimize(El+Em+Es)
qubo = translators.from_docplex_mp(model)
return qubo.to_ising()
def solve_MQO(queries, costs, savings, p=1):
ising, offset = get_ising_model(queries,
costs, savings)

coeffs = np.real(ising.primitive.coeffs)
pauli_array = ising.primitive.settings[’
data’].array
linear, quadratic =
get_coefficients_from_Pauli_array(
pauli_array, coeffs)
cirq_qubits = cirq.GridQubit.rect(1, len(
costs))
# ... Init parameters and hamiltonians ...
qaoa_circuit = tfq.util.exponential(
operators=hamiltonians,
coefficients=
qaoa_parameters)
hadamard_circuit = get_hadamard_circuit(
cirq_qubits)
# ... Initialize Keras Model ...
model.add(tfq.layers.PQC(model_circuit,
model_readout, backend=cirq.
Simulator()))
# ... Train the model ...

4

qc ← buildQCircuit(hl, β, γ )
Initialize classical optimizer opt
while ¬converged do
β, γ ← opt.step(qc, β, γ)

def get_ising_model(queries, costs,
def solve_MQO(queries, costs, savings, p=1):
savings):
sing, offset = get_ising_model(
model = Model(’docplex_model’)
queries, costs, savings)
v = model.binary_var_list(len(costs))
wires = range(len(costs))
epsilon = 0.25
cham = create_cost_hamiltonian(linear,
wl = calculate_wl(costs, epsilon)
quadratic, offset)
wm = calculate_wm(savings, wl)
mham = create_mixer_hamiltonian(wires)
El = model.sum(-1*(wl-costs[i])*v[i] \
dev = qml.device("default.qubit", wires=
for i in range(0, len(costs)))
wires)
Em = model.sum(model.sum(wm*v[i]*v[j] \
circuit = qml.QNode(cost_function, dev)
for (i,j) in itertools.combinations( params = get_initial_params(p)
queries[k], 2)) for k in queries. optimizer = qml.GradientDescentOptimizer()
keys())
steps = 200
Es = model.sum(-s*v[i]*v[j] \
for i in range(steps):
for ((i,j), s) in savings)
params = optimizer.step(circuit, params,
model.minimize(El+Em+Es)
wires=wires, depth=p,
qubo = translators.from_docplex_mp(model)
cost_hamiltonian=cham,
return qubo.to_ising()
mixer_hamiltonian=mham)
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def solve_MQO(queries, costs, savings):
model=Model(’docplex_model’)
model.minimize(construct_model(
model, queries, costs, savings))
qubo=QuadraticProgram()
qubo.from_docplex(model)
result_QAOA, QAOA_circuit=solve_with_QAOA(
qubo)

:2
Q

Q

▷ Q-Value

5

a′

qi ← Q(si , ai ; θ)

def solve_with_QAOA(qubo):
qmeas=qiskit.algorithms.QAOA(
quantum_instance=Aer.get_backend(’
qasm_simulator’),
initial_point=[0., 0.])
qaoa=MinimumEigenOptimizer(qaoa_meas)
qres=qaoa.solve(qubo)
return qres,qmeas.get_optimal_circuit()
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# define circuit
def generate_layer(self, params):
class VQC_Layer(keras.layers.Layer):
circuit = cirq.Circuit()
def __init__(self, n_qubits, n_layers):
# variational part
# ... definition of variables
for i, qubit in enumerate(self.qubits):
circuit = cirq.Circuit()
circuit.append([
circuit.append([cirq.rx(inputs[i]).on(
cirq.ry(params[i*2]).on(qubit),
qubit) for i, qubit in enumerate(
cirq.rz(params[i*2+1]).on(qubit)])
self.qubits)])
# entangling part
for i in range(n_layers):
for i in range(self.n_qubits):
circuit.append(
circuit.append(cirq.CZ.on(self.qubits[i
self.generate_layer(params[i*n_qubits
],
self.qubits[(i+1) % self.n_qubits]))
*2 : (i+1)*n_qubits*2]))
readout_op = [
return circuit
cirq.PauliString(cirq.Z(qubit) for qubit
in self.qubits[:2]),
# Q-value calculation
cirq.PauliString(cirq.Z(qubit) for qubitdef call(self, inputs):
in self.qubits[2:])]
# ... classical input processing
self.vqc = tfq.layers.ControlledPQC(
return self.vqc([tiled_up_circuits,
circuit, readout_op,
joined_vars])
differentiator=ParameterShift())

yi ← γ max Q(si+1 , a′ ; θ − )

def construct_model(model,queries,
costs,savings):
v = model.binary_var_list(len(costs))
epsilon = 0.25
wl= calculate_wl(costs, epsilon)
wm= calculate_wm(savings, wl)
El=model.sum(-1*(wl-costs[i])*v[i] \
for i in range(0, len(costs)))
Em=model.sum(model.sum(wm*v[i]*v[j] \
for (i,j) in itertools.combinations
(queries[k], 2)) \
for k in queries.keys())
Es=model.sum(-s*v[i]*v[j] \
for ((i,j), s) in savings)
return(El + Em + Es)

:2
Q

# initialize Keras Layer
for i in range(config.n_layers):
VQC_Layer = qml.qnn.KerasLayer(
generate_layer(weights[i], config.
qnode=circuit,
n_qubits)
weight_shapes={’weights’: (config.n_layers
return [qml.expval(qml.PauliZ(0) @ qml.
, config.n_qubits, 2)},
PauliZ(1)), qml.expval(qml.PauliZ
weight_specs = {"weights": {"initializer":
(2) @ qml.PauliZ(3))]
"Zeros"}},
output_dim=2,
name=’VQC_Layer’)

Init replay buf D, (target) VQC θ (−)
for s ← 0, steps do
Sample B =
(st , at , st+1 , rt+1 )\D
for all bi ∈ B do
▷ Target

:2
,C

def generate_layer(params, n_qubits):
# define circuit and Q-value calculation
# variational part
@qml.qnode(device, wires=config.n_qubits),
for i in range(n_qubits):
interface=’tf’, diff_method=’
qml.RY(params[i][0], wires=i)
parameter-shift’)
qml.RZ(params[i][1], wires=i)
def circuit(inputs, weights):
# input part
# entangling part
for i in range(n_qubits):
for i in range(config.n_qubits):
qml.CZ(wires=[i, (i+1) % n_qubits])
qml.RX(inputs[i], wires=i)

▷ Quantum Deep Q-Learning

:8
Q

# define circuit
quantum_instance=qi,
class VQC_Layer(Module):
gradient=Gradient()
def __init__(self, n_qubits, n_layers,
self.qnn = TorchConnector(qnn,
shots, device):
initial_weights=torch.Tensor(np.
self.circuit = QuantumCircuit(n_qubits)
zeros(n_qubits*n_layers*2)))
# input part
for i, input in enumerate(input_params): def generate_layer(self, params):
self.circuit.rx(input, i)
# variational part
for i in range(n_layers):
for i in range(self.n_qubits):
self.generate_layer(weight_params[i*
self.circuit.ry(params[i*2], i)
n_qubits*2 : (i+1)*n_qubits*2])
self.circuit.rz(params[i*2+1], i)
readout_op = ListOp([
# entangling part
for i in range(self.n_qubits):
˜StateFn(pauli_op_list([(’ZZII’, 1.0)
])) @ StateFn(self.circuit),
self.circuit.cz(i, (i+1) % self.
˜StateFn(pauli_op_list([(’IIZZ’, 1.0)
n_qubits)
])) @ StateFn(self.circuit)])
qnn = OpflowQNN(readout_op,
# Q-value calculation
input_params=input_params,
def forward(self, inputs):
weight_params=weight_params,
return self.qnn(inputs)

Fig. 1. (Best viewed in colour.) Pseudocode capturing the essential structure of quantum algorithms for reinforcement learning (top centre) and multi-query
optimisation (bottom centre), and their concrete implementations in three frameworks (left: RL, right: MQO), together with approximate lines of code for
quantum-specific components (Q: ⟨N ⟩), and classical (C: ⟨N ⟩) contributions (based on a manual classification by the authors). The python code, although
functional, is not meant to be read, but merely gives a sense of scale. Regardless of the framework, the concrete implementations are close in size to the
abstract pseudo-code representation, indicating that further abstraction layers or domain-specific quantum programming languages have very limited potential for
additional reduction in size, and increase in expressivity. We only show classical code that is directly interrelated with quantum code components in the figure.

PT

′

γ t Rt′ until a terminal state ST is reached, with Rt′ quantum Q-Learning algorithms [16]–[18] do not examine
being the reward at time step t′ and a discount factor γ [49]. annealing approaches, we only consider gate-based frameworks.
We focus on Deep Q-Learning [50], [51], where the idea is
After confirming the correctness of our implementations,
to learn the optimal action-value function, also referred to we replaced the classical neural network with a VQC based
as Q-function: Q∗ (s, a) = maxπ E [Gt |St = s, At = a, π]. It on standard framework patterns, in particular using python
represents the return, or accumulative reward Gt , expected to represent a VQC for machine learning with trainable
when taking an action a in the environment’s state s, then parameters. It essentially comprises three code elements: (1) the
following a policy π in future states. An optimal policy π∗ VQC definition, (2) calculation and processing of Q-values,
can be recovered by taking the action that maximises future and (3) calculation of gradients in a quantum-classical backQ-values: π∗ (s) = arg maxa Q∗ (s, a). In classical Deep Q- propagation procedure [36], [47]. All frameworks offer similar
Learning, this is achieved by training a neural network to library classes for this purpose. In each case, we could easily
satisfy the Bellman Optimality Equation [48] that relates the isolate the quantum-based steps from the classical algorithm.
values of a state-action pair to the value of the next state:
As we discuss in Sec. III-C, the framework-specific implementation steps are almost interchangeable2 . An abstraction
h
i
layer at this level could be beneficial, since TFQ is coupled
Q∗ (s, a) = E Rt + γ max
Q∗ (St+1 , a′ ) |St = s, At = a
a′
with TensorFlow, and Qiskit with PyTorch. Hence, it could
In quantum-based RL, the neural network can be replaced ease porting between ML and quantum frameworks.
by a variational quantum circuit (VQC) [16]–[18], [36],
parameterised by weights θ. The algorithm sketched in Figure 1 B. Multi Query Optimisation
Multi query optimisation (MQO) is a longstanding problem
(top centre) employs the Double Q-Learning approach as
suggested in [52], which calculates targets with a target network in database research. It seeks to determine a globally optior a target VQC in the quantum domain, parameterised by θ− . mal set of execution plans for a batch of database queries,
As a first step, we implemented classical RL with a neural minimising the overall execution cost by reusing common
network, using TensorFlow [53] and PyTorch [54]. We chose
2 We did observe major differences in run-time: Calculating gradients for
these frameworks because Pennylane offers an interface for
one batch takes 47 748 ms in Qiskit, 1 212 ms in Pennylane, and 659 ms in
both, TFQ builds upon TensorFlow, and Qiskit provides a TFQ; the differences substantially impact practical utility (measurements are
machine learning library based on PyTorch. Since common averaged over 100 batches and conducted on the same device.)
t′ =t

subexpressions [55]. The problem has been addressed on a DWave quantum annealer, based on a reformulation into a QUBO
problem [20]. QUBO problems and their equivalent Ising
formulations [56] can also be solved on gate-based QPUs with
variational hybrid quantum-classical algorithms [57], such as
the quantum approximate optimisation algorithm (QAOA) [58].
We can solve MQO problems on gate-based frameworks [59],
[60] and therefore on all considered quantum frameworks using
the reformulation approach presented in Ref. [20].
We again discuss the implementation procedure for each
framework. The Ocean implementation for D-Wave is
straightforward—it suffices to apply the QUBO reformulation
proposed in [20]. Using framework-provided classes, we create
a quadratic model that serves as input for all solvers. The Ocean
implementation is the most compact among all frameworks.
For gate-based frameworks, we use the same reformulation
approach to solve the problem with QAOA. The algorithm
is sketched in Figure 1 (bottom centre). Here, we first
searched the available documentation and libraries for artefacts
related to QAOA. We found that Qiskit offers a library that
fully encapsulates all QAOA steps. Much like the Ocean
implementation, Qiskit requires only a limited number of
steps: We use the IBM DOcplex tool [61] to apply the QUBO
transformation using mathematical expressions. We then use
classes and methods provided by Qiskit to create a quadratic
model based on the DOcplex model. Finally, we determine an
optimal solution for the quadratic problem using a provided
optimiser, which transforms the QUBO to an Ising model and
which we configure to internally use the available QAOA solver.
No explicit QAOA circuit specification is necessary for Qiskit.
We did not find any comparable libraries for Pennylane
and TFQ. However, for Pennylane, a library containing utility
functions for QAOA (e.g., for applying the cost and mixer
layers) exists, which simplifies the process of creating the
QAOA circuit. In both cases, we create QAOA circuits by
simply following demo code from the documentation.
The QAOA circuit consists of an alternating sequence of
repeating cost and mixing operators, where the number of
repetitions is given by a parameter p [58]. To create the
cost Hamiltonian needed for the cost operators, we need the
Ising coefficients of our problem formulation. Therefore, we
base the Pennylane and TFQ implementations on our Qiskit
implementation, which allows us to use available methods
for converting QUBOs into an Ising model. As before, the
framework-specific steps are few and simple: they consist
of creating the operators and parameterised quantum circuits
based on the Ising coefficients. The parameters are classically
optimised in an outer loop (e.g., by gradient descent methods).
We found weak framework coupling for all MQO implementations. Ocean and Qiskit mostly require QUBO transformation,
and resulting models serve as input for the solvers offered by
frameworks. The implementations for Qiskit, Pennylane, and
TFQ are near-identical up to determining the QUBO model
or the respective Ising coefficients. The remaining frameworkspecific steps for Pennylane and TFQ are largely independent
of the concrete problem, and moreover straightforward to

implement through the use of existing libraries and available
documentation. The effort for porting the MQO implementation
across frameworks is minor, and an additional abstraction layer
at implementation level provides little benefit.
C. Application Scenario Lineup
Figure 1 shows the quantum-relevant code for the usecases in the gate-based frameworks. It allows for side-by-side
comparison. In the centre, we show the abstract pseudo-code
for RL and MQO. To the left and right, we show quantumspecific code for each framework (the python code is not meant
to be readable, but merely to provide a sense of scale).
The implementations are of limited LoC size, and well
below multi-million LoC typically considered in software
engineering [62]. In fact, the quantum-specific python code
ranges between just 8 and 58 lines of code.
Most importantly, they are comparable in size to the
mathematical pseudo-code representation. This suggests limited
potential for further abstraction. Porting between frameworks
is mostly a direct substitution of APIs without structural code
changes, indicating that the expressivity is essentially optimal.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Programming quantum computers is, at the current state of
technology, often perceived as a very low-level task, comparable
to programming early-generation classical machines. We have
studied potentials and limitations for extending the state-ofthe-art with higher-level abstractions and device-independent
presentation of quantum algorithms using two means: (a) by
learning from existing quantum programs, and (b) by implementing two advanced use-cases for multiple, popular quantum
programming frameworks, and judging similarities across
frameworks, with an abstract pseudo-code representation. For
RL, we isolated the quantum-specific implementation details
from the classical algorithm. For MQO, we used a QUBO
reformulation applicable for all frameworks.
In all cases, quantum-specific portions are small, and the level
of abstraction is not much different between pseudo-code and
all frameworks. We see no reason to assume much difference
between the considered problems and others of similar size
and problem domains, in this regard. All scenarios are orders
of magnitude away from problem sizes considered challenging
in software architecture and engineering practice and research.
Our findings suggest that in general, introducing new abstraction layers by crafting framework-independent programming
languages holds limited promise. Still, our selected application
cases represent problem domains which are considered promising candidates for quantum speedups. Other problems of these
domains are usually solved with similar patterns and paradigms.
For instance, optimisation problems are typically reformulated
to leverage established quantum algorithms. This might change
once new quantum algorithms and paradigms are discovered.
However, progress related to quantum algorithms has been
moderate—for instance, key algorithms like Grover search [63]
have been known for more than two decades. Therefore, the

familiar quantum patterns and paradigms are likely to persist
for the foreseeable future.
Ultimately, when deciding between piling on new abstraction
layers or peeling off existing ones, our results suggest the latter.
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